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Hestec®

       and it’s easier !
Why should we adapt to the world around us 
   when the world could adapt to us ?

Because everyday Well-Being should be accessible to everyone, 
we provide Adapted, Competitive and Quality solutions.

Hestec© has found the answer to this question, 
or rather many solutions!

Hestec is a brand of AIC International, specializing 
in Well-Being and Comfort at home. 
We are constantly working to develop and enrich 
a line of products adapted to everyday needs.

We have all experienced at some point in 
our lives the difficulty of carrying out 

everyday actions: a broken arm, a 
leg in a cast, or we have observed 

in the people around us how 
movements or faculties that 
had been so natural before, 
decline or lessen with 
advancing age.

Our products are 
manufactured, selected and 

adapted to allow everyone 
to maintain their everyday 

autonomy. Our goal is to allow all 
those in need to maintain the dignity 

that independence brings by offering 
clever products, providing ease, comfort and 

confidence.

Our teams are aware that a temporary or 
permanent loss of autonomy generates 
difficulties, and they are aiming to develop a 
facilitating, reassuring, securing and optimistic 
brand for everyone: children, adults and seniors.
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Taking 
care of 
yourself

Cooking 
and eating

Resting in 
full serenity

>Comfort seat back
>Bed bar
>Alarm clock with large numbers
>Detection night light

>Ergonomic gardening claw
>Ergonomic garden tools
>Garden chair

>Ergonomic can opener
>High chair
>Ergonomic tableware

Ergonomic gardening claw
Ergonomic garden tools

Enjoying 
the open 
air

Examples of our products :

Ergonomic can opener >Pivoting shower stool
>Support bar
>Toilet booster seat

Opening 
to the 
world

Everyday
mobility

Finding your 
bearings

Moving 
in full 
tranquility

>Clock with digital date
>Clock with large numbers
>Talking alarm clock

>Infrared audio headphones
>Universal remote control
>Talking calculator

>Night light
>Anti-skid strips
>Personal alarm

>Folding cane
>Car door handle 
>Parking aid

Product solutions
                for all situations
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Adapted product solutions 
Working in close collaboration with the professionals of the sector, our products all 
meet a specific demand of the market. Our product line was designed to provide 
comfort, safety and well-being on a daily basis in collaboration with Mrs. Sophie 
Jannet, an ergotherapist located in Nantes, and gerontologists who are concerned 
about the human dimension and well-being.

A competitive offer
Adapting your home to a deficiency does not have to be complicated and costly 
From the garden to the bathroom, we offer a multitude of solutions, easy to use 
and to install. Supported by our sourcing expertise, we guarantee competitive prices 
so that you can offer your customers quality products that remain very affordable.

A quality product line 
Hestec® is concerned about everyday well-being for everyone and takes particular 
care with the quality of its products. All of our products are subjected to a meticulous 
analysis in order to guarantee users flawless safety for a more pleasant life in 
autonomy, for everyday use.

The commitments

CERTIFIED QUALITY
ALL OF OUR PRODUCTS ARE GUARANTEED AND MEET THE STRICTEST AND MOST DEMANDING STANDARDS AND REGULATIONS
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Member :

Brand owned by
AIC INTERNATIONAL

www.hestec.fr

And it’s easier !

Zac de Maison Neuve II
8 bis rue Jean Mermoz

44980 Sainte-Luce-sur-Loire (NANTES)
FRANCE

Tel : +33 2.28.23.06.51
Fax : +33 2.28.23.06.52

www.aic-international.net
contact@aic-international.net
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